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The Origins of AIDS Jul 24 2019 An updated edition of Jacques Pépin's acclaimed account of the events that transformed a chimpanzee virus into a
global pandemic.
The Discovery of the Past Dec 09 2020 Every civilized society, beginning with that of the ancient Egyptians and Chinese, has entertained a passionate
curiosity about its predecessors: we want to know about our past in order to understand and even manipulate our present. The means to that end is
archaeology, whose history is the fascinating subject of The Discovery of the Past. Alain Schnapps' study is astonishing in the depth and breadth of its
coverage. Beginning with the ancient Greek poet Hesiod and extending thought St. Augustine, Rabelais, Newton, and Thomas Jefferson, he shows that
the history of archaeology is not one of uninterrupted progress, but of the rediscovery and reinterpretation -- often erratic -- of forgotten observations.
The text is elegantly interwoven with illustrations and descriptions of objects surviving from antiquity, while extensive quotations from primary sources
provide a fascinating insight into historical accounts. Contemporary depictions of ancient life, and incidents in its discovery, reveal the excitement of
archaeological research.
The History of the English Language Oct 07 2020 A new edition of this comprehensive guide to the history of the English language. The book contains
carefully chosen extracts to illustrate the development of English, looking particularly at the stylistic and dialectical variety of English. For the new
edition Professor Burnley has expanded the introductory sections, added new selections and increased the number of illustrations. He has also included
a newsection covering newspaper advertisements from the 18th Century to the present. A popular guide which explores the development of English from
Aelfric to Darwin.
The Esoteric Origins of the American Renaissance Jun 22 2019 Here, Arthur Versluis breaks new ground, showing that many writers of the American
Renaissance drew extensively on and were inspired by Western esoteric currents. Thus he demonstrates that Alcott and Emerson were indebted to
Hermeticism, Christian theosophy, and Neoplatonism; Fuller to alchemy and Rosicrucianism; Hawthorne to alchemy; and Melville to Gnosticism. In
addition to offering a detailed analysis of the esoteric elements in the writings of figures from the American Renaissance, Versluis presents an overview
of esotericism in Europe and its offshoots in colonial America. This innovative work will interest students and scholars of religion, literature, American
studies, and esotericism."--Jacket.
The Book of Origins Dec 21 2021 Everything—from the mundane (the pencil) to the catastrophic (the atom bomb)—has an origin, but often it’s not what
we expect. A few things you may not have known: • Gandhi was married at age thirteen! • Chinese fortune cookies are an American invention and were
not eaten in China until the 1990s when they were advertised as “Genuine American Fortune Cookies.” • Bayer lost the trademark for aspirin (which
they had held since 1897) as part of the reparations Germany was forced to pay after World War I. • The original idea for the electric chair came from
an American dentist. For aspiring mindblowers and wanna-be know-it-alls, The Book of Origins is a treasure trove of trivia and fascinating facts
guaranteed to entertain and enlighten.
The Origins of the English Parliament, 924-1327 Sep 29 2022 A magisterial study of the evolution of the English parliament from its earliest origins in
the late Anglo-Saxon period through to the fully fledged parliament of lords and commons which sanctioned the deposition of Edward II in 1327.
The Origins of the Labour Party, 1880-1900 Apr 12 2021
The Medieval Origins of the Legal Profession Sep 25 2019 In the aftermath of sixth-century barbarian invasions, the legal profession that had grown
and flourished during the Roman Empire vanished. Nonetheless, professional lawyers suddenly reappeared in Western Europe seven hundred years
later during the 1230s when church councils and public authorities began to impose a body of ethical obligations on those who practiced law. James
Brundage’s The Medieval Origins of the Legal Profession traces the history of legal practice from its genesis in ancient Rome to its rebirth in the early
Middle Ages and eventual resurgence in the courts of the medieval church. By the end of the eleventh century, Brundage argues, renewed interest in
Roman law combined with the rise of canon law of the Western church to trigger a series of consolidations in the profession. New legal procedures
emerged, and formal training for proctors and advocates became necessary in order to practice law in the reorganized church courts. Brundage
demonstrates that many features that characterize legal advocacy today were already in place by 1250, as lawyers trained in Roman and canon law
became professionals in every sense of the term. A sweeping examination of the centuries-long power struggle between local courts and the Christian
church, secular rule and religious edict, The Medieval Origins of the Legal Profession will be a resource for the professional and the student alike.
The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain Feb 29 2020 The history of the book from 1400 to 1557: the transition from manuscripts to printed books.
Anno Domini Jul 04 2020 The most successful dating system the world has ever known is that based on the 'Year of the Lord' (Anno Domini) - the
Christian era. It was created in AD 525 by a Scythian monk, Dionysius Exiguus, primarily as a means of numbering Easters. Today, this system for
reckoning time is used globally and is by no means restricted to adherents of Christianity. The present essay aims to describe not only the origins and the
early development of the Dionysian system, from its invention until its adoption throughout Western Europe in the course of the eleventh century, but
also its antecedents in Late Antiquity and the general context in which this era was conceived. The result is a broad chronological and geographical
survey, encompassing developments over a period of a thousand years in both Latin Christendom and the Byzantine East. Georges Declercq takes the
reader through the emergence of the Alexandrian and Byzantine ears of creation, the vexed question of the Easter or Paschal controversy, the
computistical works of Victorius of Aquitaine and Dionysius Exiguus, and the role of the Anglo-Saxons in the manner in which Dionysius came to fix
the incarnation of Christ in AD 1. This comprehensive survey is directed to both specialists and non-specialists and will be indispensable for any reader

interested in early Christian chronology.
The Origins of You Nov 07 2020 After tracking the lives of thousands of people from birth to midlife, four of the world’s preeminent psychologists
reveal what they have learned about how humans develop. Does temperament in childhood predict adult personality? What role do parents play in
shaping how a child matures? Is day care bad—or good—for children? Does adolescent delinquency forecast a life of crime? Do genes influence success
in life? Is health in adulthood shaped by childhood experiences? In search of answers to these and similar questions, four leading psychologists have
spent their careers studying thousands of people, observing them as they’ve grown up and grown older. The result is unprecedented insight into what
makes each of us who we are. In The Origins of You, Jay Belsky, Avshalom Caspi, Terrie Moffitt, and Richie Poulton share what they have learned
about childhood, adolescence, and adulthood, about genes and parenting, and about vulnerability, resilience, and success. The evidence shows that
human development is not subject to ironclad laws but instead is a matter of possibilities and probabilities—multiple forces that together determine the
direction a life will take. A child’s early years do predict who they will become later in life, but they do so imperfectly. For example, genes and troubled
families both play a role in violent male behavior, and, though health and heredity sometimes go hand in hand, childhood adversity and severe bullying
in adolescence can affect even physical well-being in midlife. Painstaking and revelatory, the discoveries in The Origins of You promise to help schools,
parents, and all people foster well-being and ameliorate or prevent developmental problems.
A Revolution of the Mind Jul 28 2022 Declaration of Human Rights.
The Origins of the Christian Mystical Tradition Jul 16 2021 Andrew Louth traces the Christian mystic tradition from Plato, through figures such as
Origen, Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine and explores the diverse and conflicting influences to be found in Christian spirituality.
The Origins of the Modern World Jun 14 2021 The Origins of the Modern World offers a refreshing alternative to Eurocentric histories by exploring
the roles that Asia, Africa, and the New World played in creating the world we know today. Starting in 1400, it brings the saga of the modern world to the
present, considering how and why the United States emerged as a world power in the 20th century and why Asia is experiencing resurgence now.
Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy Feb 08 2021 Compares the economic and social background of modern democracies and dictatorships
In Search of Ancient Ireland Jan 10 2021 This exciting, fascinating history of Ireland cobles together the legends and archaeological evidence to trace
the festivals, historic places, major players, and key events that helped shape the Irish identity from 9000 B.C. to 1167 A.D. Reprint.
The Origins of the Western Legal Tradition Jan 28 2020 Ellen Goodman uses extensive extracts from original writings to highlight the main themes of
the Western legal tradition. The strength of the book is its clear focus on the heart of the tradition: constitutionalism, representative institutions and rule
by law. Goodman links Christianity to its origins in Greek philosophy and Judaism. She delves into the position of the Roman Church as the tenuous,
Dark Ages conduit. Feudalism lives and dies and the common law and parliament emerge. The author accurately and vividly charts the main currents,
avoiding both the shoals and the myriad tributaries, and so enables readers to have a clearer and deeper understanding of our present legal system.
Pagan Origins of the Christ Myth Mar 12 2021 In Pagan Origins of the Christ Myth, John G. Jackson sources the pagan origins of Christian doctrine
with particular focus on the creation and atonement myths. Rooted in historical facts, Jackson's claims are steeped in research and demonstrate how
Christianity synthesizes the rituals, beliefs, and characteristics of savior gods from ancient Egyptian, Greek, Aztec, and Hindu origins. This concise
introduction remains an insightful contribution to comparative religion studies.
The Best Laid Plans Oct 26 2019 The long-standing, but unresolved debate of the virtues and values of multilateralism vs. unilateralism in American
foreign policy is critically important in today's complicated world. To understand the history of each approach is to understand their opportunities and
challenges for the future. The Best Laid Plans answers two central questions. First, why did the United States embrace the principles and practices of
liberal multilateralism during World War II? Second, why did it cling to this vision of world order despite the outbreak of the Cold War in the late 1940s,
as the 'One World' that had been anticipated by U.S. postwar planners split into two rival global camps? The book contends that neither the U.S. turn to
liberal multilateralism nor the persistence of this orientation during the Cold War can be attributed solely or even primarily to the global power structure
or crude considerations of material self interest. Rather, Stewart Patrick argues that a combination of enduring identity commitments and new ideas,
based on the lessons of recent, cataclysmic events, shaped the policy preferences of American central decision-makers in the Roosevelt and Truman
administrations. Although the book is steeped in history, its conclusions have tremendous relevance for the contemporary era, when the United States
once again finds itself at the apex of world power, and debates are rife about the role of multilateral cooperation in the realization of U.S. foreign policy
objectives.
Sacred Origins of Profound Things Aug 24 2019 In this enlightening and entertaining work, Charles Panati explores the origins of hundreds of
religious rituals, customs, and practices in many faiths, the reasons for religious holidays and sacred symbols, and the meanings of vestments,
sacraments, devotions, and prayers. Its many revelations include: * Why the Star of David became the Jewish counterpart of the Christian cross * What
mortal remains of the Buddha are venerated today * How the diamond engagement ring became a standard * That the first pope was a happily married
man * How Hindu thinkers arrived at their concept of reincarnation * Why Jews don't eat pork, why some Muslims don't eat certain vegetables, and
how some Christians came to observe meatless Fridays Sacred Origins of Profound Things is an indispensable resource for all those interested in the
history of religion and the history of ideas--and an inspiring guide to those seeking to understand their faith.
Seneca Falls and the Origins of the Women's Rights Movement Aug 17 2021 Presents a history of the 1848 Seneca Falls Women's Rights Convention
and its impact on reformers.
The Origins of the First World War Feb 20 2022 A unique collection of hundreds of diplomatic and military documents on the origins of WWI: newlydiscovered archival sources as well as documents not previously available in English. It includes a comprehensive scholarly introduction covering the
most controversial issues in the debate on the origins of WWI on the eve of the centenary.
Origins of the Modern Mind Jun 02 2020 This bold and brilliant book asks the ultimate question of the life sciences: How did the human mind acquire
its incomparable power? In seeking the answer, Merlin Donald traces the evolution of human culture and cognition from primitive apes to artificial
intelligence, presenting an enterprising and original theory of how the human mind evolved from its presymbolic form.
The Origins of English Words Nov 19 2021 There are no direct records of the original Indo-European speech. By comparing the vocabularies of its
various descendants, however, it is possible to reconstruct the basic Indo-European roots with considerable confidence. In The Origins of English
Words, Shipley catalogues these proposed roots and follows the often devious, always fascinating, process by which some of their offshoots have grown.
Anecdotal, eclectic, and always enthusiastic, The Origins of English Words is a diverting expedition beyond linguistics into literature, history, folklore,
anthropology, philosophy, and science.
The Origins of the Second World War in Europe Oct 19 2021 This addition to the 'Origins of Modern Wars' series traces the course of events that led to
the Second World War in Europe from 1932 through to Germany's invasion of Russia in 1941.
The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution Oct 31 2022 To the original text of what has become a classic of American historical literature,
Bernard Bailyn adds a substantial essay, "Fulfillment," as a Postscript. Here he discusses the intense, nation-wide debate on the ratification of the
Constitution, stressing the continuities between that struggle over the foundations of the national government and the original principles of the
Revolution. This detailed study of the persistence of the nation's ideological origins adds a new dimension to the book and projects its meaning forward
into vital current concerns.

The Easter Computus and the Origins of the Christian Era Nov 27 2019 This study of early Christian methods for calculating the phases of the moon
and the date for Easter Sunday offers a new explanation of how the system of numbering the years AD (Anni Domini, Years of the Lord) originated.
Exploring the Origins of the Bible Sep 17 2021 An international group of prominent scholars explores the origins and formation of the biblical text and
canon.
Origins of the State Dec 29 2019
The Origins of the Angolan Civil War Aug 05 2020 An investigation of the origins of the Angolan civil war of 1975-76. By looking at the interaction
between internal and external factors, it reveals the domestic roots of the conflict and the impact of foreign intervention on the civil war. The formative
influence of colonialism and anti-colonialism on the emergence of Angolan rivalry since 1961 is described, and the externalization of that power
struggle is analysed from a perspective of both international and domestic politics.
The Origins of Meaning Aug 29 2022 Whenever one attempts to write about a philosopher whose native tongue is not English the problem of
translations is inevitable. For the sake of simplicity and accuracy we have translated all of our quotations from the German unless otherwise noted. But
for the sake of easy reference we have included the page numbers of the English translations as well as the German texts. Because there is a new
translation forthcoming, we have not included references to the English translation of Ideen I. Since the German texts are readily available, we did not
reproduce them in the footnotes. All quotations translated from Husserl's unpublished manuscripts, however, do include the German text in the
footnotes. This work is greatly indebted to the criticism and help of Professor Ludwig Landgrebe, whose support made possible two years at the
UniversiHit Koln. Garth Gillan and Lothar Eley also have contributed much to the basic direction ofthis work. Others such as Edward Casey, Claude
Evans, Irene Grypari, Don Ihde, Grant Johnson, Martin Lang, J. N. Mohanty, Robert Ray and Susan Wood have been more than helpful in their
discussions with me on these topics and in their criticisms of some of the ambiguities of an earlier draft. Likewise a special word of thanks to Reto
Parpan whose insightful corrections were most valuable and to Nancy Gifford for her discussions on matters epistemolo gical and for her help in the
final preparation of the book.
The Origins of the Second World War May 14 2021
Origins of the Magdalene Laundries Mar 31 2020 The convents, asylums, and laundries that once comprised the Magdalene institutions are the subject
of this work. Though originally half-way homes for prostitutes in the Middle Ages, these homes often became forced-labor institutions, particularly in
Ireland. Examining the laundries within the context of a growing world capitalist economy, the work argues that the process of colonization, and of
defining a national image, determined the nature and longevity of the Magdalene Laundries. This process developed differently in Ireland, where the last
laundry closed in 1996. The book focuses on the devolution of the significance of Mary Magdalene as a metaphor for the organization: from an affluent,
strong supporter of Jesus to a simple, fallen woman.
Origins of the Cold War, 1941-1949 Apr 24 2022 The Cold War is one of the most important and widely studied areas of history. Martin McCauley's
best-selling Seminar Study unravels the complex issues which gave rise to the Cold War and explains how it originated. This new edition is revised,
updated and expanded with new material on areas such as the KGB and spying, and the contribution of intelligence to Stalin's picture of the world. The
new introduction looks at our perceptions of the Cold War, the various approaches that have been adopted for reviewing the Cold War and the
difficulties of developing a theory of the Cold War. The book incorporates the most recent scholarship, theories and newly-released information to
provide students with an invaluable introduction to the subject.
The Ideological Origins of the British Empire Mar 24 2022 Comprehensive history of British conceptions of empire from the 1540s to the 1740s.
The Origins of the English Novel, 1600-1740 Jun 26 2022 The Origins of the English Novel, 1600-1740, combines historical analysis and readings of
extraordinarily diverse texts to reconceive the foundations of the dominant genre of the modern era. Now, on the fifteenth anniversary of its initial
publication, The Origins of the English Novel stands as essential reading. The anniversary edition features a new introduction in which the author
reflects on the considerable response and commentary the book has attracted since its publication by describing dialectical method and by applying it to
early modern notions of gender. Challenging prevailing theories that tie the origins of the novel to the ascendancy of "realism" and the "middle class,"
McKeon argues that this new genre arose in response to the profound instability of literary and social categories. Between 1600 and 1740, momentous
changes took place in European attitudes toward truth in narrative and toward virtue in the individual and the social order. The novel emerged, McKeon
contends, as a cultural instrument designed to engage the epistemological and social crises of the age.
The Origins of Order Sep 05 2020 This monograph extends the basic concepts of Darwinian evolution to accommodate recent findings and perspectives
from the fields of biology, physics, chemistry and mathematics. It explains how complex systems, contrary to expectations, can spontaneously exhibit
degrees of order.
The Oxford History of the British Empire: Volume I: The Origins of Empire May 02 2020 Volume I of The Oxford History of the British Empire
explores the origins of empire. It shows how and whyEngland, and later Britain, became involved with transoceanic navigation, trade, and settlement
duringthe sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As late as 1630 involvement with regions beyond the traditional confines of Europe was still tentative; by
1690 it had become a firm commitment. The Origins of Empire explains how commercial and, eventually, territorial expansion brought about
fundamental change, not only in the parts of America, Africa, and Asia that came under British influence, but also in domestic society and in Britain's
relations with other European powers.The chapters, by leading historians, both illustrate the interconnections between developments in Europe and
overseas and offer specialist studies on every part of the world that was substantially affected by British colonial activity. Their analysis also focuses on
the ethical issues that were presented by the encounter with peoples previously unknown to Europeans, and on the ways in which the colonists struggled
to justify their conduct and activities.Series blurbThe Oxford History of the British Empire is a major new assessment of the Empire in the light of
recentscholarship and the progressive opening of historical records. From the founding of colonies in North America and the West Indies in the
seventeenth century to the reversion of Hong Kong to China at the end of the twentieth, British imperialism was a catalyst for far-reaching change. The
Oxford History of the British Empire as a comprehensive study allows us to understand the end of Empire in relation to its beginnings, the meaning of
British imperialism for the ruled as well as therulers, and the significence of the British Empire as a theme in world history.
Inventing the Individual Jan 22 2022 The new book from Larry Siedentop, acclaimed author of Democracy in Europe, Inventing the Individual is a
highly original rethinking of how our moral beliefs were formed and their impact on western society today 'Magisterial, timeless, beautifully written ...
Siedentop has achieved something quite extraordinary. He has explained us to ourselves' Spectator This ambitious and stimulating book describes how a
moral revolution in the first centuries AD - the discovery of human freedom and its universal potential - led to a social revolution in the west. The
invention of a new, equal social role, the individual, gradually displaced the claims of family, tribe and caste as the basis of social organisation. Larry
Siedentop asks us to rethink the evolution of the ideas on which modern societies and government are built, and argues that the core of what is now our
system of beliefs emerged much earlier than we think. The roots of liberalism - belief in individual liberty, in the fundamental moral equality of
individuals, that equality should be the basis of a legal system and that only a representative form of government is fitting for such a society - all these,
Siedentop argues, were pioneered by Christian thinkers of the Middle Ages, who drew on the moral revolution carried out by the early church. It was the
arguments of canon lawyers, theologians and philosophers from the eleventh to the fourteenth century, rather than the Renaissance, that laid the
foundation for liberal democracy. There are large parts of the world where other beliefs flourish - fundamentalist Islam, which denies the equality of

women and is often ambiguous about individual rights and representative institutions; quasi-capitalist China, where a form of utilitarianism enshrines
state interests even at the expense of justice and liberty. Such beliefs may foster populist forms of democracy. But they are not liberal. In the face of these
challenges, Siedentop urges that understanding the origins of our own liberal ideas is more than ever an important part of knowing who we are. LARRY
SIEDENTOP was appointed to the first post in intellectual history ever established in Britain, at Sussex University in the 1970's. From there he moved to
Oxford, becoming Faculty Lecturer in Political Thought and a Fellow of Keble College. His writings include a study of Tocqueville, an edition of
Guizot's History of Civilization in Europe, and Democracy in Europe, which has been translated into a dozen languages. Siedentop was made CBE in
2004. PRAISE FOR THE BOOK 'One of the most stimulating books of political theory to have appeared in many years ... a refreshingly unorthodox
account of the roots of modern liberalism in medieval Christian thinking' John Gray, Literary Review 'A brave, brilliant and beautifully written defence
of the western tradition' Paul Lay, History Today 'An engrossing book of ideas ... illuminating, beautifully written and rigorously argued' Kenan Malik,
Independent 'A most impressive work of philosophical history' Robert Skidelsky
The Book Of Origins May 26 2022 A treasure-trove of information on the origins of everything - from tea-bags to mobile phonesEverything has an
origin. This book is for people who want to know how, or when, things began, where they came from, why they started. And when it has a human origin,
such as the Mongol Empire or Ferrari cars, the name of the person who started it. Everyday items such as the clothes we wear, the food we eat, the films
we watch, the medicines that cure us, the languages we use, all began somewhere (and the answers are often not what you expect).The Book of Origins
celebrates the work of explorers, scientists and inventors people who wanted to know how the world works and ended by discovering something no one
had ever seen before.· Ever wondered who the first Olympic Champion was?· Did you know who invented the radio (and it wasn't Marconi!)?· Or who
really discovered America? The answers are all in this fascinating fact-filled book.
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